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General Objective: To estimate the cost of Selected SDG 5 targets

Task accomplished: 
Measure unpaid care and domestic work for Egypt and Morocco.

Methodology: 
Hours dedicated to care and domestic work based on average wages of those hours = Total unpaid care and 
domestic work.

Data:
Hours: Time Use Surveys for Morocco and ELMPS for Egypt.
Wages: ILO for Egypt, Official Market labor data for Morocco
Others: World Bank, ILO, United Nations.

Results:
Value of “unpaid care and domestic work” in national currencies, in relation to GDP and both values in US 
dollars.

Date of results: 2012 for Morocco and 2018 for Egypt.

Framework: To understand where lies, in terms of measurement, unpaid work, we have introduced the
satellite account for household production. Unpaid work is just a component of the labor input of the household
production.



SDG Target 5.4 Time use survey Labour force survey
Algeria ü ü
Bahrain
Comoros
Djibouti
Egypt ü ü
Iraq ü ü
Jordan
Kuwait
Lebanon
Libya
Mauritania
Morocco ü ü
Oman ü ü
Qatar ü ü
Saudi Arabia
Somalia
State of Palestine ü ü
Sudan
Syrian Arab Republic
Tunisia ü ü
United Arab Emirates
Yemen
Number of countries 8 7 1



Definition Objective Components Measurement Main Outputs (or
functions)

Ideal Data
needed

Satellite account. 
Household production:

Goods and services
produced within the HH
combining unpaid labor

with purchases of
durable and non-durable 

goods.

A specific
account that
details an
economic
activity-

household
services- and it
is coherent with

National
Accounts

To give an
integrated

picture of a
given field of

economic
activity

Volunteer production
goods, Housing

services produced by
owner occupier, own
account production

goods and other
services produced for

own use and volunteer
production services

Input approach:
sum of costs

(labor,
intermediate

consumption, and
capital); Output

approach: value of
outputs at market
equivalent prices

(intermediate
consumption,

labor and capital)

Housing,
accommodation,
meals, nutrition,

clothing and
laundry services,
care, transport,
volunteer work

and informal help,
house

management and
shopping.

National accounts
with consumption
disaggregation.
Wage data for
occupations
equivalent to tasks
in domestic work.
Time Use Surveys.

Different approaches to costing SDG 5.4



Unpaid Work

All productive
activities

outside the
official labor
market done 

by individuals
for their own
households or

for others

To value what
could be

replaced by
market goods
and services.

Housework, care for
children and sick
people, voluntary
community work,

subsistence
agriculture, help in

family business,
maintenance work,
transport services

Hours in unpaid
productive

activities and
wages of those

hours. Which
wage?

Opportunity
cost: expected
wage at labor

market
Market

replacement:
price of the

(unpaid) services
that could be 

purchased at the

Total value in
money terms
of unpaid
work

Wage data for
occupations
equivalent to
tasks in
domestic work.
Time Use 
Surveys.

Definition Objective Components Measurement Main Outputs
(or

functions)

Ideal Data
needed

Different approaches to costing SDG 5.4



Unpaid care
and

domestic
work

Care and
domestic work
that is not
remunerated

To make
visible what
it is invisible

Housework, care
for young and 
adult dependents

Hours
dedicated to

those activities
multiplied by 

average hourly 
wage of
domestic 

workers or
simply average
wage - generic

market
substitute-

Total value in
money terms

of unpaid
domestic and

care work

Wage data
Time Use 

Surveys.

Definition Objective Components Measuremen
t

Main Outputs
(or

functions)

Ideal Data
needed

Different approaches to costing SDG 5.4



HOW IT WAS DONE

First, extract from the time use surveys (TUS) the hours in unpaid 
work. Data on working age population from official sources.
Second, apply the 'input method': hours worked in unpaid 
productive activities obtained in TUS and  assign a price to it, 
using a comparable wage rate. Single market replacement price 
using gross average wage for the country is clearly the most 
practical method.
Finally, relate unpaid work to the national accounts, i.e. measure 
unpaid work in relation to the GDP of the country in question.



Share of unpaid and paid work in total women’s work 
percentages

Share of unpaid and paid work in total men’s work
percentages
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% of unpaid work by women in total time % of paid work by women in total time
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Source: UNDP HDR background report by Jacques Charmes, 2015 and authors' own visualisation



Gender gap in Paid Work

Source: UNDP HDR background report by Jacques Charmes, 2015 and authors' own visualisation



Gender gap in Unpaid Work

Source: UNDP HDR background report by Jacques Charmes, 2015 and authors' own visualisation



WHAT HAPPENED IN MOROCCO BETWEEN 1997 
AND 2012
In fifteen years, the employment of time of Moroccan women has changed substantially. This 
emphasizes the relevance of dating the year to quantify unpaid work in GDP terms and/or 
constructing the “household satellite account”.

The active employed women in 2012 worked 2 hours and 44 minutes more than in 1997 and 
dedicated 1 hour less to domestic chores. The professional time of women wage earners has 
increased from 3 hours and 38 minutes in 1997 to 5 hours and 39 minutes in 2012.

This is quite typical everywhere. The more women participate in the labor market, the less gender gap 
in hours dedicated to domestic chores, although as we analysed in the previous section, Morocco has 
one of the largest unpaid work gaps in spite of being among the countries with the smallest paid work 
gaps in the region in terms of time use.



YEARLY CALCULATION OF UNPAID CARE WORK 
HOURS

Hours of Unpaid Work 

Female 18,456,886,344 

Male 1,638,213,392 

•Female hours of unpaid work (yearly): 21.523.206.120 
•Male hours of unpaid work (yearly): 1.910.376.639
•With adjustments:

Source: Authors’ calculations

This amounts to a total of  20,095 million hours of  unpaid work in Morocco.



HOURLY MINIMUM WAGES *MINIMUM WAGE GUARANTEE AS 
PER THE MOROCCO OFFICIAL LABOUR MARKET DATA

Year MAD 2017 PPP $ USD
2012 12.2$               3.0$                 1.4$                 
2014 12.9$               3.2$                 1.5$                 
2015 13.5$               3.3$                 1.6$                 
2019 14.1$               3.5$                 1.6$                 

Hourly Minimun Wages



FINAL CALCULATION

The value of unpaid work in 2012, year of the time use survey, is 245.96 billion (thousand million) of 
Moroccan Dirham which is equivalent to 28.1 billion of US dollars. 

Table 1 Morocco: Value of Unpaid Work in 2012 

 
Source: Authors’ calculations 

in Billions Women Men Total
 MAD 225.91$           20.05$             245.96$           
 USD 25.84$             2.29$               28.13$             

Value of unpaid work Women and Men (2012)



IN TERMS OF GDP
Table 1 GDP at Current Prices (in Billions of USD) 2012 – 2019 

 
Source: World Bank database 

And in percentage terms it is equivalent to 28.63 per cent of Moroccan nominal GDP in 2012. 

If instead of using the minimum wage, we use the average wage of the national account which is 24 
MAD in 2012 then unpaid work sums a total of 57.3 per cent of nominal GDP. 

Women are mostly occupied in agriculture and social services where wages are usually less then the 
national average. Taking this into account, the value of agriculture minimum wage which is 65 per 
cent of general minimum wage and a 20 per cent out of the average wage given the women 
occupations we get that unpaid work sums a total of 43 per cent of nominal GDP. 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Morocco 98.27$             106.83$           110.08$           101.18$          103.31$          109.71$          117.92$          118.57$          
Advanced economies 46,340.44$     46,758.90$     47,883.60$     45,344.73$    46,560.03$    48,586.10$    51,380.07$    51,843.49$    
World 74,805.34$     76,989.92$     79,059.95$     74,829.37$    76,022.14$    80,716.20$    85,689.96$    87,552.44$    

GDP, current prices 
(Billions of USD)



IN TERMS OF GDP

To be more precise, the 2012 GDP of 98.3 billion dollars should 
incorporate the 42.4 billion dollars of the unpaid work (in terms 
of the last adjustment for women wages: wage rate of 18 DH). 
This means a new enlarged GDP of 140.67 billion dollars and 
now the unpaid work totals 30.1 per cent of the enlarged GDP. 



REDUCING AND REDISTRIBUTING UNPAID WORK

• Statistics

• Active labor market

• Income

• Family

• Social infrastructures (provision of quality public services, free universal child 
care, national care service)

• Fiscal


